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Participants at the Measurement for Improvement workshop

Staff from across the LIIPS partner organisations attended this workshop which covered both the theory and the practical application of measurement to improvement work. Sections included what do we understand from data? Data in the real world and facilitated practical table discussion sessions. The importance of understanding variation (common cause and special cause) and ‘plotting the dots’ in run charts or SPC charts was explained.

LIIPS is now offering two types of Measurement for Improvement workshops, allowing attendees to choose between a focus on the ‘why to’ or ‘how to’ of measuring for improvement. Further information on both workshops, and the opportunity to register for future events, can be found on the LIIPS website.

Thanks to the presenters and facilitators: Jay Banerjee, Consultant in Emergency Medicine, Carl Walker, Clinical Audit Manager and Richard Lea, Patient Safety Information Analyst at University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust.

“Yes, it was a great refresher for me. It is reassuring that the central tenets I was taught are still considered true and that my Trust is starting to work this way.”